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Music has always been an integral part of the life of the African. From the day a child is born, till the person’s death, music plays a critical role through the rites of passage and other important functions. Given this, learning about musical instruments is critical to African society. The piano, although not African in origin, has come to stay and has become part and parcel of African society since its introduction to Africa.

Although the above statement in itself is true, few piano tutors focus on African centered rhythms. The book consists of short piano pieces to introduce beginners to the basic rhythms of African origin.

All songs and arrangements unless otherwise stated were composed by the author. This book seeks to introduce the learner to very simple rhythms to begin the life of the African Musician on the piano. The Pieces are carefully composed to help the learner with the basics of piano playing. I hope that this book will help bring out the musical talents of young musicians in Africa and beyond.

*Kwasi Gyebi-Tweneboah,*

2024.
FOREWORD

At a time like this when instrumental music practice is on the rise with many students accessing schools, private lessons and even self-tutoring, the need for teaching material and resources cannot be overemphasized. Of chief importance is that aspect where elements of African/Ghanaian traditional music are inculcated into teaching materials or resources. It is on this note that we welcome you to “The African Piano Series (Beginners level 2)”.

The “African Piano Tutor (Beginners level 2)” as a collection of carefully curated miniature piano pieces, offers the developing pianist a great introduction or continuation of study, specifically in certain rhythms peculiar to African music practices.

Self-styled as short “etudes” or practice on specific rhythms, these pieces emphasize these particular rhythms as a way of reinforcing their interpretation, mastery and coordination between both hands on the piano. In this book, you will find original compositions such as “Abrewa”, “Asesedwa”, “Santrofie” and arrangement of a traditional song like “Adwoa Taa”.

The pieces are exciting and offer a good approach to preparation for works that feature these rhythms found in African music practices. It will be extremely useful to students of African Pianism works and students of Piano studies across the music schools in Ghana and beyond.

The brevity and repetition of practice applied in the book ensures that students find it easier to play these rhythms. Care must be taken to follow all directions on the pieces to enable the student derive all the necessary skills intended.

Of more worthy note will be the concept of individual practice of separate hands and the effective combination of both hands, slowly. Speed can be developed over time as the rhythms are well interpreted.
The joy of playing the piano or keyboard comes with its own challenges. As a student of the instrument, you must constantly motivate and challenge yourself, without excuse. Nothing is beyond your abilities and remember that you are just a practice away from developing towards your goal of mastery.

I commend the author, Kwasi Gyebi-Tweneboah, for this bold effort of composing and putting this great resource together.

To you, the learner: It is my fervent hope that this book will bring joy to you as you practice each piece, day by day, and assist you to become an excellent pianist. to be the best pianist.

Happy playing!

Edwin Ekow Annan Ferguson (Dip. ABRSM)
Lecturer: University of Education, Winneba
Department of Music Education,
School of Creative Arts.
6th April , 2024
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COMPOSITIONS

This is a continuation piece from book one. The dotted crotchet must be observed throughout the music. It must be played smoothly. By this time you should know the finger positions for these notes.

**DARKOA**

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

You must concentrate on the syncopated rhythms. If possible, practice one hand and be comfortable with the rhythm before you add the other hand.

**ABREWA**

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
Syncopated rhythm is at the heart of African music. As can be seen in book one. By this time, you should know how to play such syncopated rhythm.

ASESEDWA

Gyebi-Tweneboah kwasi

The focus of this music is the left hand. The music must played smoothly with the left hand keeping a sturdy tempo.

GYAWGYAW

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
This piece is polyphonic in nature. Each rhythm must be well rehearsed.

Agyirba

By this time, you should understand this rhythm. Check your finger positions. Remember that the music is in F major.

Asotwi
The trick in playing this piece is to master the left hand rhythm.

Noncedo

Gyebi-Tweneboah kwasi

A new rhythm has been introduced. The semi quaver with the quaver and another semi quaver must be performed in the space of a crotchet.

Mrara

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
As we have been observing, this rhythm needs sturdy practice. Observe the different rhythms for the left and right hand.

Funtum

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

We are still working on the semi quaver and quaver. This music should be played playfully.

Efo Konu

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
This is a traditional tune for kids hence must be played joyfully and playfully.

Adwoa Taa

Tune: Traditional
Arr: Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

This music must be played playfully. The focus is on the left hand.

KIKIM

Moderato

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
The focus of this piece is the left hand, observe the note values very well.

Dwete

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

This music has syncopated rhythms, please don’t be in a rush it must be played smoothly.

Akyiremade

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
This is a very simple piece. Remember, we are still working on the syncopated rhythms for the left and right hand.

Pay particular attention to the second section of the music.

---

**Nkran**

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

---

**Anitimfe**

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
You must first practice the Left hand, after being comfortable With the left, then add the right Hand.

Santrofie

We are still working On the syncopated rhythms. Work on each independently.

Abadam
This piece is to introduce the player to more triplets. It must be played sturdily increasing the speed as and when play feels comfortable to do so.
This music is very simple and straight forward. Take note of the tempo changes.

We are still working on the triplets. The rhythms in this music is syncopated. Make sure to practice the rhythm separately.
This piece is still to help learners with finger positions. It also helps the student to become conversant with the triplets.
This piece is to help you master triplets and the semi quaver with a quaver rhythm. Particular attention must be given to the dotted quavers. The tempo must be regular.

Doterem

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

This piece with be played plentifully, special care must be given to the finger positions of the left hand movement.

Buhle

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi
This music is in the pentatonic scale. A new time signature has also been introduced. Players should observe the rhythms carefully and play them as such.

Dawura

Gyebi-Tweneboah Kwasi

This piece must be played smoothly. The accidental must be observed. The performance markings must be observed.

Mamle Djanee

Kwasi Gyebi-Tweneboah
This music is in D major. Special care must be given to the syncopated rhythm in the treble clef in bar 13 to 14.

Baman

This is music must be played smoothly. The left hand must be carefully playing focusing on the accidentals.

TIMTIM
This must be played smoothly taking particular note of the time signature. The movement in the second part of the treble staff must be worked on smoothly.

Akomadan Sika Ni

Kwasi Gyebi-Tweneboah

This piece must be played with precision. The polyphonic rhythms must be adhered to strictly. This piece is help players with different hand movement.

Agoro Ye De

Kwasi Gyebi-Tweneboah
This is a polyrhythmic music. Serious care must be given to the independent movement of the hands.

This song must be performed in sturdy tempo. Particular attention must be given to the second movement.
Care must be taken when playing the triplets. In the second section, the syncopated rhythm in the left hand must be observed critically.
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